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Question: 88
Users are complaining about poor performance with their Data Warehouse application.
What is an effective solution to increase their performance at minimal cost?
A . HPE 3PAR Adaptive Flash Cache
B . HPE 3PAR Priority Optimization
C . HPE 3PAR Dynamic Optimization
D . HPE 3PAR Adaptive Optimization

Answer: B

Question: 89
During Technology workshop, the customer asks about different between converged and fibre channel switches.
What would be a benefits of using flex fabric switches in a fibre channel storage environment?
A . Support for combining multiple physical switches in to one virtual switch with a single IP address
B . Support for six Ethernet and two fibre channel, or six Ethernet and two ISCSI or eight Ethernet adapters per server.
C . Zones can be configured for QoS with high, medium, and low priorities within a fabric on a zone by zone basic
D . In-flight compression and encryption provides efficient link utilization and security

Answer: A

Question: 90
A customer currently has a CS1000H and wants to upgrade to a CS3000.
What must be considered before upgrading?
A . This upgrade is disruptive and needs planned downtime.
B . A capacity upgrade to a fully populated array has to be performed first.
C . Timeless storage support is not offered for CS1000H entry-level systems.
D . A controller upgrade to a CS1000F has to be performed first.

Answer: B

Question: 91
A customer wants to implement a management and monitoring tool for an HPE B-series SAN switch
environment. You plan to recommend the HPE SAN Network Advisor.
Which information about the customer’s environment will help you to decide which edition to recommend?
A . FCIP support
B . Amount of used fabrics
C . FCoE support
D . Fabric OS version

Answer: B

Question: 92
What is used to migrate data between nodes in an HPE StoreVirtual VSA environment?
A . Network RAID
B . Peer Motion
C . SmartClone
D . Remote Copy

Answer: B

Question: 93
An HPE 3PAR StoreServ customer with FC, SSD and NL, drives is facing extreme latency during peak
business hours with an OLTP application. They have enabled tiering using all drive types.
What could be used to resolve the issue?
A . Dynamic Optimization using tier 2
B . Adaptive Optimization using tier 1
C . Dynamic Optimization between tier 0 and tier 1
D . Dynamic Optimization using tier 1

Answer: C

Question: 94
After a performance analysis, a customer plan to reorganize his adaptive Flash cache (AFC)
configuration and want to raise it from 256 to 768GB.
Which action is needed to take advantage of the new AFC configuration?
A . Remove flash cache for all VVS then run create Flash cache
B . Increase current AFC configuration to reflect the additional space
C . Remove the old AO configuration and recreate a new one
D . Run tunesys after raising the AFC to take advantage of the additional space

Answer: A

Question: 95
A customer needs to be manually map out preferred paths within a multi-switch fabric, based on application ,priority
,and topology, while allowing failover to a non-preferred path if the preferred path fails, Which B-series FC switch
functionality should be used to provide this?
A . Quality of services

B . Enhanced group management
C . Frame filtering
D . Traffic isolation Zones

Answer: D

Question: 96
Which statement describes HPE StoreVirtual Network RAID functionality?
A . Redundancy is managed on a per-volume basis.
B . With Network RAID 10+2 data is striped and mirrored across two or more storage systems.
C . Network RAID 10 requires an even number of storage nodes.
D . Volumes remain available if an odd number of nodes are available.

Answer: A

Question: 97
A customer has a large deployment of HPE Synergy compute modules, HPE 3PAR StoreServ storage, and HPE
StoreOnce systems in a single data center. They are concerned about the risk of data loss due to site disaster.
What is the reason to propose HPE CloudBank?
A . To easily move workloads to AWS or Azure in the event of site disaster.
B . To improve RPO/RTO objectives by automating snapshot-based integrating between 3PAR and StoreOnce.
C . To regularly send backups to the cloud for the purposes of DR protection.
D . To leverage 3PAR snapshots and utilize StoreOnce recovery capabilities to minimize
data loss and
downtime.

Answer: C

Question: 98
Which storage sizing tool, designed specifically for the HPE 3PAR StoreServ environment, shows the expected
deduplication ratio based on actual data analysis of the customer’s current environment?
A . NinjaCrawler
B . StoreVista
C . NinjaThin
D . NinjaStars

Answer: D

Question: 99
A customer has an HPE 3PAR StoreServ 8200 with eight 3.84 TB SSD’s configured with RAID5 7+1. They plan to
add four more 3.84 TB SSD’s.

What needs to be changed on the configuration once the new SSD’s are installed?
A . Reconfigure the cpg setsize as RAID6 6+2 and wait for tunesys to complete.
B . Change the availability level from cage to magazine.
C . Adjust the cpg growth value to match amount of SSD’s.
D . Change the cpg setsize to RAID5 5+1 and run tunesys.

Answer: D

Question: 100
You are presenting a Nimble solution based on CS3000 hardware to a customer.
Which support advantage will be provided with this solution? (select two)
A . Customers always interact with a 3rd level support engineer, when needed
B . Customers only have to deploy a service processor for automating support tasks.
C . Infosight handles the work of 1st and 2nd level support specialist Infosight offers predictive analytics and
integration into HPE support center using insight Online.
D . Infosight performs firmware and software updates without additional administrative support.

Answer: A,C
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